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The seismic
zone of India.

Northeast India is bounded by the
Himalayan are to the north and
the Burmese plate are to the east.
The Shillong Plateau and Assam
Valley lie at the boundary zone of
the two arcs.
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TECTONIC STATUS OF THE REGION
Indian plate is currently
penetrating into Eurasian plate
and
rotating
slowly
anticlockwise and bending
downwards
beneath
the
southern edge of the Himalaya
and Tibet.

Burmese microplate is moving
to the west direction at a rate of
20 mm/yr and Indian plate is
moving at a rate of about 50
mm/yr to the NNW direction.

COMPLEX
PLATE
BOUNDARY
ZONE IN
SOUTHEAST
ASIA
Northward motion of
India deforms all of
the region
Many small plates
(microplates) and
blocks

Molnar & Tapponier, 1977
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Geomorphologically, NE India is located in an
earthquake prone zone (zone V) of the Indian
subcontinent.
The Shillong Plateau is bounded to the south by the
prominent E-W trending Dawki Fault, to the north by
the Brahmaputra depression, to the west by the N-S
trending Jamuna Fault, to the east it is covered by the
tertiary sediments of upper Assam (Schuppen Belt)
and is separated from the Mikir hills in the northeast
by NW-SE trending Kopili fault system.
Here earthquakes of upto MM intensity IX can be
expected. In this region earthquake comes with
landsliding, flood and along with series of smaller
magnitude earthquakes.
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Himalayan Eq sequence

Northeast India is seismically one of the six most active regions of the world, the
other five being Mexico, Taiwan, California, Japan and Turkey. It is placed in zone 5,
the highest zone, of the seismic zonation map of India (Figure 1). It lies at the
junction of Himalayan arc to the north and Burmese arc to the east. The region has
experienced 18 large earthquakes (M ³7) during the last hundred years including the
great earthquakes of Shillong (1897, M=8.7) and Assam-Tibet border (1950, M=8.7)
(Table 1). Besides, several hundred small and micro earthquakes have also been
recorded in the region. The high seismicity in the region is attributed to the collision
tectonics between the Indian plate and the Eurasian plate in the north and
subduction tectonics along the Indo-Myanmar range (IMR) in the east (Dewey and
Bird 1970; Kayal, 1996, 1998; Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975, 1977 and Sarmah,
1999). Verma et al, (1976, 1977) stated that the lithospheric subduction at the
Himalayan belt ceased during Pliocene time and shallow seismic activity is the effect
of continental-continental collision. Subduction, on the other hand, is still continuing
in the IMR, which is evidenced by the intermediate to deep focus earthquakes in this
range. Incidentally, maximum seismic activity has also been recorded in this range.
Figure 2 shows the recent seismicity in the northeastern region during 1964-1996
along with the magnitude and depth ranges. It also shows the seismotectonic zones
and major thrusts in the region.

The seismicity, in general, may be correlated with the major
geological structure/lineaments in the area. High rates of
seismicity are observed in the Shillong and Tura areas. On the
other hand, an aseismic zone is delineated to the east of Shillong.
Composite source mechanisms of two groups of microearthquakes
show thrust-fault mechanisms. One group of microearthquakes
(1982 to 1983) in the Shillong area shows pure thrust faulting with
a SE-NW compressive stress (P axis), whereas the other group of
microearthquakes (1984) in the Tura area shows thrust faulting
with a strike-slip component and a ENE-WSW compressive stress
(P axis). The stress orientations are compatible with the known
tectonics of the region: collision of the Indian plate with the
Eurasian plate at the Himalaya and subduction of the Indian plate
beneath the Burmese plate at the Arakan-Yoma range.

Tectonic setting of
northeast India and
surroundings (after Evans,
1964 and Krishnan, 1960)
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In the Shillong plateau, the
focal depth is mostly within 60
km. The prominent structural
discontinuities in the plateau
are Dudhnai, Kulsi, Samin,
Dauki and Dhubri faults and
Dapsi and Barapani thrusts.

According to a hazard map by the Global
Seismic Hazard Assessment Programme and
other scientific studies, the state can expect to
have a peak gravitational acceleration (PGA) of
0.24g to 0.48g. The region where the highest
PGA can be expected is along the state's
border with Meghalaya, the site of the Great
Indian earthquake of 1897.
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The great Assam earthquake of 12 June 1897 reduced to rubble all masonry buildings within a
region of NE India roughly the size of England, and its felt area exceeded that of the 1755 Lisbon
Earthquake1. Hitherto it was believed that rupture occurred on a north-dipping Himalayan thrust
propagating south of
Bhutan2,3,4,5. We show here that this view is incorrect. The northern edge of the Shillong Plateau
rose violently more than 11 m during rupture of a buried, 110- km-long, reverse fault, dipping
steeply away from the Himalaya. The stress drop implied by the rupture geometry and the
prodigious fault slip of 18 7 m, explains observed epicentral accelerations exceeding 1 g vertically,
and surface velocities
exceeding 3 m/s1. Our finding represents the first quantitative observation of active deformation
of a "pop-up" structure, and confirms that faults bounding such structures can penetrate the
whole crust. Plateau uplift in the past 2-5 million years has caused the Indian plate to contract
locally by 4 2 mm/year, reducing seismic risk in Bhutan, but increasing it to the large populations
of northern Bangladesh.
Central to our analysis are the long-neglected survey reports of Captain J. Bond6 who was assigned
to locate and remeasure the original points of the 1862 trigonometrical survey across the Shillong
Plateau. Many of Bond's team were stricken with illness, and one died, yet despite the discovery of
8 m of uplift and 4 m of displacement of parts of the Plateau, his results were dismissed by his
superiors7, , because they failed to meet the triangle closure standards of the Survey of India. Bond,
and later Oldham1, who attempted to interpret the data, suspected that closure errors were caused
by continuing movements following the mainshock, an idea that was many years ahead of its time.
Oldham, noting the existence of a northward increasing strain gradient in Bond's data,
recommended remeasurement of a survey along the northern edge of the Plateau, but this was not
to occur until 19369 (Fig. 1). These northern measurements had a mean error typical of Survey of
India accuracies (3.3 μrad), but did not overlap the earlier re-survey
and, as in Bond's survey, included neither scale nor azimuth constraints.

Figure Area shaken by the 1897
Assam Earthquake and location of
major Himalayan ruptures in the past
200 years30. Masonry structures
were damaged within Oldham’s1
intensity IX contour, and destroyed
within the Intensity X ellipse. The
earthquake was felt by persons
within the Intensity II region. The
orientation of the curious “mexicanhat” shape of the epicentral region
mapped by Oldham corresponds to
the strike of the causal subsurface
rupture derived from geodetic data
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